Plaza Suite
1981
Directed by Bruce Klee

NEIL SIMON’S Comedy Hit
PLAZA SUITE

A program of three one act plays set in a suite of the Plaza Hotel, New York City

CAST OF CHARACTERS
(In Order of Their Appearance)

I. Visitor from Mamaroneck (A late winter afternoon)
   Bellhop ................................ Michael Moss
   Karen Nash ............................... Sue Rabe
   Sam Nash ................................ John Hoey
   Waiter ................................... Michel Richard
   Jean McCormack ........................ Ida Chandler

II. Visitor from Hollywood (An early afternoon in spring)
   Waiter ................................ Michel Richard
   Jesse Kiplinger ........................ Vincent Cali
   Muriel Tate .............................. Ellen Herzman

III. Visitor from Forest Hills (A Saturday afternoon in June)
   Norma Hubley ......................... Patty Moss
   Roy Hubley ............................ James Scholes
   Bordon Eister ......................... Seamus Houston
   Mimsey Hubley ........................ Elizabeth Cali

There will be a ten-minute intermission between each act.